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Mountain Men of the Early American West a Guide to Books - Antoine Clement by Alfred Jacob Miller 1837 this is a guide to the best books about the mountain men of the American West which I know about, Dress and Equipage of the Mountain Man 1820-1840 - I do not think that we ever knew his real name our ignorance of it certainly never gave us any social inconvenience for at Sandy Bar in 1854 most men were, Lewis and Clark Expedition Wikipedia - The Lewis and Clark Expedition from May 1804 to September 1806 also known as the Corps of Discovery Expedition was the first American expedition to cross the western portion of the United States it began in Pittsburgh PA made its way westward and passed through the continental divide of the Americas to reach the Pacific Coast the Corps of Discovery was a selected group of US Army, The Food Timeline History Notes Meat - Rare Medium or Done a Western History of Definitions Preferences According to the Oxford English Dictionary the Word Rare Countering Balancing Done Describing the Doneness of Meat Descends from the Word Rear Meaning Imperfectly Cooked or Underdone the Original Culinary Use Described Eggs the Earliest Print Reference to the Word Rare Relating to Meat Cookery is Circa 1615